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ISV congratulates Michael Loy 
on his elevation to Fellow 

ISV’s newest Fellow

Michael Loy with his wife Anne and family, at the 2015 ISV Surveying Industry Awards Gala Dinner.

(Read Michael’s Citation elsewhere in this edition)
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Since commencing his journey in land surveying in 1970 as a cadet 
with the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission in Tatura (yes, 
as a public servant!), Michael’s professional career has seen him 
take on many elements of what is broadly described as “surveying”. 
In the context of the profession’s Taskforce campaign, he has  
worked in “boots and suits, indoors and outdoors” and been 
engaged in a number of educational streams related to surveying 
and land development.

While completing his final year of the Associate Diploma of 
Surveying at RMIT in 1972 he followed a fairly normal pattern for 
students (both then and now) by combining his studies with part 
time work. He gained surveying experience with Peter Peyton & 
Associates in Preston and exposure to teaching by lecturing basic 
surveying to geology students at RMIT. In later years, while Michael 
would become a competitor to Peter, the pair had developed a 
friendship and professional relationship that remains to this day. It 
would appear that his early exposure to teaching provided the basis 
for the mentoring of graduate surveyors (for which he has become 
recognised) and the lecturing of a range of professionals through 
the Planet Professional Development Program offered by the various 
guises of the Department of Planning. 

As was also reasonably common for the times, Michael was quickly 
into his stride in becoming a licensed surveyor and his articles 
of indenture with Kevin Lawlor at KA Lawlor and Associates in 
Montmorency were registered with the Surveyors Board of Victoria 
(as it was then known) on 13 December 1973 – complete with a 
three month exemption that was granted on his previous experience 
with Peter Peyton. While current candidates would be pleased to be 
granted such an exemption from the Board today, it is imagined that 
Michael was not overly happy as he had in fact applied for a six 
month exemption! 

Michael submitted all of his projects, being the engineering, 
topographic, rural and urban cadastral surveys in 1975 and undertook 
the Board’s examination in Field Practice and Practical Levelling on 7 
October 1975 before sitting his Professional Practice Examination on 
8 December 1975. He was issued with a Certificate of Competency 
(No. 898) on 11 December 1975 and his Licence (No.1338) a week 
later on 18 December 1975. 

Two years later with his wife Anne, he took a brief sabbatical to 
work as a licensed surveyor with the Gold Coast City Council but 
circumstances saw them return to Melbourne and to once again 
work with Kevin. One could imagine that it was either the heat 
of Queensland or the lure of the bright lights of Melbourne that 
encouraged them to return but the fact that they packed their bags in 
1979 for the heat, the not-so bright lights, and the mice of Swan Hill, 
it would seem these were not the reasons for the return to Victoria. 
Michael managed the Swan Hill office of Fisher Dowell for a period of 
about three years before once again returning to Melbourne. During 
this time, Michael was also licensed to practice in New South Wales.

In 1982, Anne and Michael were to make the last of their moves when 
they returned to Melbourne and Michael joined in partnership with 
Kevin Lawlor to form the consultancy of Lawlor and Loy Pty Ltd where 

he remains to this day as a director. In the process he has gained a 
reputation as a fine cadastral surveyor who has honed his skills in 
both the urban and rural environments. He has also developed an 
expertise in certain elements of town planning and has ventured into 
VCAT – an environment that surveyors are reluctant enter. Michael 
has also developed a reputation as a supervising surveyor, taking 
a number of graduate surveyors from their first tentative steps and 
converting them into good cadastral surveyors who, on examination 
and registration by the Board as licensed surveyors, have all proved 
themselves to be most worthy recipients of their cadastral licence. 

It was also on his return to Melbourne in 1982 that Michael became 
a member of the Greensborough Branch of Rotary and the Institution 
of Surveyors Victoria (ISV) and that the practice also became a 
member firm of the Association of Consulting Surveyors Victoria 
(ACSV). These memberships have resulted in Michael contributing a 
great deal to both the local community and the profession. 

Initially, he filled a long-standing role as a member of ISV’s Public 
Relations Sub-Committee which transitioned into active roles on ACSV 
working parties dealing with topics such as cadastral re-establishment 
and the Subdivision Act. Michael served on the ACSV Executive for 
8 years and was its Chair in 2000-01. For this commitment and his 
dedication to the profession, Michael was awarded the Peter Tyrrell 
Award by ACSV in 2010.

It is not clear if Michael made a conscious decision to dedicate 
more of his time to his family business or leisurely pursuits when he 
stepped down from the ACSV executive but if so, any possibility of 
this was put on hold by his appointment on 1 January 2005 to the 
newly convened Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria following 
the introduction of the Surveying Act 2004. Michael took up this 
role as one of two licensed surveyors from the professional body 
that represented the majority of licensed surveyors in the State. The 
other licensed surveyor from ISV who joined Michael on the Board 
was Mr Mark Stansfield. Michael was to spend the next nine years as 
a Board member.

Michael was an active member of the Board who was always well 
prepared and brought a practitioner’s perspective to the table. He 
was acutely aware of the difficulties that candidates and supervising 
surveyors faced during the performance of Professional Training 
Agreements and was equally conscious of what the ‘integrity of 
the cadastre’ means to the State and to the professional licensed 
surveyor. Michael was never afraid to speak his mind or ask the 
difficult question – even if the question came in the simple form of 
“Just asking?”, either with or without the expression of his own view.

It was probably through his role on the Board that he became 
known to the wider profession and he did this in a number ways. 
Most obviously, it was by presenting to them on the application of 
legislation and the need for professionalism with the industry. 

Michael presented with a “straight bat” and managed with aplomb 
the challenges that sometimes came from the audience, ensuring 
that while his message was understood, it was delivered without 
humiliation of the enquirer (or on occasions, the heckler!). As 
moderator of the Professional Assessment Project and member 
of numerous Professional Practice Interview panels, Michael also 
became known to many graduate surveyors. Fortunately, his role 
as a member of the Board’s disciplinary panels did not bring him 
into contact with many licensed surveyors but when called upon to 
provide adjudication in this manner, his experience and sense of 
fairness was evident. 

Michael’s master surveyor wrote at the conclusion of his articles of 
indenture and the awarding of his licence that Michael is “conscientious 

Citation for Fellow
Institution of Surveyors Victoria
Michael John Loy LS
Director
Lawlor and Loy Pty Ltd, Land Surveyors

continues on next page
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in his approach, willing to give outside the call of duty, trustworthy, 
diligent and courteous”. One of his referees added that Michael was 
“industrious and reliable and with a high standard of integrity”. Both 
of these individuals were obviously very good judges of character as 
it is evident through the performance of his professional role as a 
licensed surveyor and his commitment to the maintenance of the 
cadastral system today, that Michael has retained the qualities that 
were identified so many years ago. 

Michael is held in the highest regard by his peers for his continued 
leadership, practical counsel to Surveyors Registration Board of 

What does ISV mean to you?
Paul F Kenny  LS  MISVic
president@isvic.org.au

Victoria, strong commitment to nurturing and training surveyors to 
aspire to surveying excellence which can be summarised as a high 
level of contribution to the surveying profession. 

In doing so, he has maintained a high standard of professional ethics, 
encouraged the study of surveying, and provided a dignified presence 
in the community in accordance with the Objectives and Principles 
of the Institution of Surveyors Victoria. In this context, Michael’s 
membership of the Institution of Surveyors Victoria is worthy of 
elevation to the status of Fellow.

Gospel According to Paul

?
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On April 25th this year, a 7.8 magnitude earthquake hit Nepal and 
a major 7.3 magnitude aftershock struck on May 12th. The event 
known as the Gorkha earthquake, along with following aftershock 
earth quakes and avalanches, has seen itself to be the worst natural 
disaster to strike Nepal since the Nepal-Bihar earthquake in 1934. 
The devastation that hit several districts of the country has been 
enormous with over 8,000 lives being claimed, over 500,000 
houses being destroyed, entire villages being flattened and World 
Heritage sites being reduced to rubble. 

Immediately after the event, resources such as food, water and 
shelter became scarce and with the destruction of many hospitals 
and impacts in remote locations, casualties were difficult to treat. It 
was a situation where not enough supply existed to meet demands.

Humanitarian organisations were deployed to the scene to provide 
aid and distribution of emergency kits, shelter kits, food and water. 
The devastation is ongoing and the future of Nepal is going to 
require significant re-building which cannot be done without help 
and support from international communities.

While there are many organisations currently supplying aid to Nepal 
such as Oxfam, UNICEF and Red Cross, they typically encourage 
volunteers and financial donations. However there is a way we can 
provide more hands on assistance that only requires the donation of 
time, and from the comfort of our own homes and offices. 

It was brought to my attention by a Facebook post of a session held 
by FIG Young Surveyors Network at the FIG Working Week held in 
April in Sofia, Bulgaria. The initial scheduled session was replaced 
by a workshop titled ‘Mapping response – contributions for Nepal’. 
The workshop introduced participants to a digital humanitarian re-
sponse initiative facilitated by the Humanitarian OpenStreetMap 
Team (HOT). 

OpenStreetMap is a collaborative crowdsourced mapping project 
that is empowered by voluntary contributions of data from 
the general public to create a free digital map of the world. The 
Humanitarian team within OpenStreetMap coordinates collaborative 
mapping tasks with a relief-based focus to provide aid to areas in 
need, particularly after natural disaster events.

Some previous events where this mapping initiative made a 
significant impact in providing relief include the Haiti earthquake 
(2010), Africa famine (2011), Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines 
(2013) and the Ebola crisis in West Africa (2014). 

During crisis responses, aid workers rush to areas to help but often 
find identification of areas in need a difficult task. Delay in response 
to areas in need after natural disasters can be devastating. It is 
important that humanitarian workers can manage the distribution of 
response and resources efficiently and this is where the importance 
of geographic data comes in. Up-to-date geographic data, in many 
cases, can be just as valuable to saving lives as medical supplies, 
food and shelter.

Through the contributions of willing volunteers across the globe, 
geographic information can be produced and delivered to first 
responders and humanitarian workers in order for them to organise 
and prioritise areas in need of assistance and ensure their time and 
services are delivered in the most effective manner. 

With the aid of satellite imagery of both before and after events, 
areas of devastation can be identified and digitised on maps by 
volunteers to provide geographic data that is then delivered to relief 
organisations so that people at risk can be located and resources can 
be delivered accordingly.

In the Gorkha earthquake event specifically, aid has been requested 
by the Nepalese Government and International Response 
community. Individual tasks have been created and prioritised for 
areas in need in OpenStreetMap, where volunteers can contribute 
data. Each task is created to cover an area that has been identified 
as a priority and has been further broken up into individual tiles that 
provide volunteers with an area to digitise. 

Once volunteers select a tile to work in, a map editor window is 
opened and through comparisons of pre and post event aerial 
imagery, the volunteer can identify features of interest. Each task 
within OpenStreetMap provides instructions as to what features 
require identification in that area. Features of interest in most of the 
Gorkha earthquake tasks include the identification of roads, open 
spaces for potential helicopter landings, damaged housing areas and 

1 BEFORE – Durbar Square in Kathmandu 
(www.sanstoneandamber.com)

2 AFTER - Durbar Square in Kathmandu 
(EPA/Nerendra Shrestha)

OpenStreetMap
The Free Wiki World Map

Mapping Makes a Difference
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impromptu camp settlements in urban areas occupied by individuals 
who have been forced to flee their villages and homes as a result of 
the disaster. These camps are generally identified in the imagery by 
bright orange or blue tents. 

Given it is not always difficult to identify locations that may be in 
risk of natural disasters, OpenStreetMap already has tasks focused 
on areas of perceived risk to accumulate data in anticipation of a 
crisis. Nepal and Kathmandu specifically were flagged years ago as a 
potential risk area for earthquake and in cooperation with local group, 
Kathmandu Living Labs (KLL) a significant amount of mapping was 
already done around the city of Kathmandu. 

As the city of Kathmandu itself was thoroughly mapped before 
the event, emergency response throughout the city was not such 
an issue as existing road networks were known to response units 
and assistance could be provided using existing infrastructure in 
most cases. However, some of the hardest hit areas of the Gorkha 

earthquake were in the hilly outskirts of towns and cities such as 
the Gorkha District, Kathmandu Valley, Nuwakot District and the 
Lamjung District. Due to their remote nature, many of these areas 
have never been mapped so in order to provide response to these 
areas and to understand the severity of the damage that is present, 
organisations are beginning to rely heavily on information that can 
be provided through initiatives like OpenStreetMap.

A strength of this initiative is that volunteers do not need to be 
experts, geographers or cartographers to contribute. Imagery can be 
digitised by anyone willing to take the time. The tasks are broken 
up into tiles that are not of a tedious size, some of which can be 
mapped in as little as a few minutes, with some severely affected 
and more populated areas requiring a little more time and attention.

A huge amount of collaborative mapping from the global community 
has already been completed but more still needs to be done. 
OpenStreetMap has several introductory written and video tutorials 
available online that cover the basic functions of the map editor and 
how to select a task to start mapping for a cause. 

Given the successful contributions of the tasks organised by the 
Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team in previous natural disasters, 
and the heavy reliance of its data from humanitarian aid groups, 
OpenStreetMap has proven to be a valuable platform for volunteers 
wishing to make a difference to areas in need.

If you would like to be involved in the mapping response for Nepal 
or wish to be involved in future OpenStreetMap humanitarian tasks 
the following website has helpful instructions and tutorials on how 
to get started.

http://mapgive.state.gov/learn-to-map/

Adele Thomson, MISVic

The Committee and members of The Institution of Surveyors Victoria 
acknowledge and thank our sustaining members for 2015

GENERAL

GOLD SILVER
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Chris’ connection to baseball continues today, now as coach and team 
manager of the “Waverley Wildcats”, a local, seniors baseball team.

Clearly the playing fields taught Chris many lessons about 
determination, perseverance, personal respect and respect for others. 
These experiences no doubt also played a part in shaping his drive 
for excellence and success. Everyday Chris draws on these personal 
qualities in doing his job.

Chris joined the Melbourne High School Army Cadet Unit in year 
9, following in his older brother’s footsteps. He was attracted to 
the adventurous outdoor activities and training in basic bush 
skills, team building, organisational management, use of equipment 
and communications and of course navigation and orienteering, 
among others.

Academically Chris studied Maths Methods, English, Geography, 
Psychology and his favourites Physics and IT. Chris graduated 
from Melbourne High School in 1999 and achieved an ENTER score 
of 91.40. This meant a Tertiary Entrance Ranking in the top 8% 
across Australia.

Chris was accepted to start a degree in IT & Business Systems 
at Monash University, but deferred for a year to work at the 
Commonwealth Bank and save some money. However, Chris found 
the degree at Monash boring and not what he had expected. So he 
did not complete his first year at Uni.

Chris stayed on at the CBA for a few years to work as a Settlements 
Officer. Here he was introduced to land administration and Titles and 
saw first- hand how Subdivision and Titling directly underpins and 
facilitates economic activity and wealth generation.

Then one day, he looked around at his ageing work colleagues 
and decided he didn’t want to become like them. He wanted 
to challenge and advance himself. So he set out to find a new, 
interesting career path.

At an RMIT open day he picked up a flyer about the Advanced 
Diploma in surveying which grabbed his attention and piqued his 
interest. After studying part time at night school and doing field 
subjects on Saturdays, he decided to (as Chris would say: ) “go 
all in”. Chris quit the CBA, enrolled full time and started working at 
Bosco Jonson, where his talents were recognised and he was offered 
flexible, part time work around his study schedule. Chris obtained his 
Advanced Diploma and received the award for the Most Outstanding 
Final Year Student in 2005.

At Bosco Jonson, Chris saw that surveying offered real opportunities 
for a successful and interesting career. He was encouraged to 
complete the surveying degree at RMIT University.

Chris was awarded his Bachelor of Applied Science (Surveying) with 
First Class honours in 2008. During that time, Chris had advanced to 
Party Leader at Bosco Jonson. Chris enjoyed his university experience, 
in particular having his mind opened up to the foreign world of 
surveying, diverse technology and the possibilities of its applications. 
He was also drawn to cadastral aspects which he found engaging.

In 2004 Chris joined the Australian Army Reserves as a Combat 
Engineer with 4 CER based in Ringwood. This gave Chris an 
opportunity to serve his country by employing some of his surveying 
knowledge. It also opened his mind to see how surveying could 
be augmented with new skills. It wasn’t all just construction tasks 
(like building bridges and setting up water purification systems). He 
was also interested in infantry tactics, communications, mobility and 
counter-mobility, demolitions, explosives and boobie-traps. Chris 
could tell you more (but he might have to kill you). It suffices to 
say Chris served 8 years in the Reserves, met a range of interesting 
people and had a real adventure.

Christopher Robert Powell was registered as a Licensed Surveyor by 
the Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria in 2014 and is a graduate 
of RMIT University. 

Chris is employed at Bosco Jonson, a leading consulting firm in the 
land development industry, with a reputation for being pro-active and 
progressive. Chris is involved in a range of specialist projects and 
plays an important role in maintaining the professional culture of the 
organisation, together with the 12 other licensed surveyors.

Bosco Jonson has nurtured Chris’ talents as a surveyor and his interest 
in innovation, since he started part-time in 2004. Chris is known for 
his attention to the quality of his work and documentation, for sound 
methodology under pressure, and active participation in innovation 
and improvement. Chris is a good fit at Bosco Jonson and, through 
his work standard and professional approach, is an inspiration to the 
younger surveyors of the team. Chris’ colleagues are proud that the 
profession has recognised his endeavours and personal qualities 
through the J.G. Gillespie Gold Medal Prize award.

Yet Chris’ story starts well before he discovered the surveying 
profession. He was born in 1982 at Box Hill Hospital. He spent 
much of his youth pursuing interests in sport, in particular playing 
his beloved baseball and hockey. He would say that he only 
followed the fashion set at Mount View Primary School or that it 
was convenient given the Baseball diamond was only a kilometre 
away. However, his love for, and skill in, these sports runs 
deep. In year 10 at Melbourne High School, Chris played right 
wing in the team that won the Victorian State Schools’ Hockey 
championship. The school awarded Chris full colours for hockey. 

Citation for Chris Powell

Chris Powell was presented with his J G Gillespie Gold Medal 
Prize at the 2015 ISV Surveying Industry Awards Gala Dinner. 
Chris’ citation appears below.
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and testing internal QA processes and documentation associated 
with these projects.

Chris began his Professional Training Agreement to become licensed 
in 2009 and generally received positive feedback on the standard 
and professionalism of all projects submitted. Chris particularly 
enjoyed getting rural surveying experience and preparing his rural 
project for examination.

Chris’ family are very important to him and provide a great support. 
Chris is married to the lovely Alexandra, famed for her exquisite 
cupcake baking and capacity to keep Chris grounded and focussed 
on maintaining a good work/life balance.

Chris conducts himself to a high ethical standard, which is reflected 
in his work within the Bosco Jonson. His personal and professional 
attributes, and his interest in innovation, together with his community 
service make him a worthy recipient of the J.G. Gillespie Gold 
Medal Prize.

and photogrammetry in Europe and America. He was appointed 
Supervising Photogrametrist in August 1958 and promoted to 
Surveyor General in December 1967. His final appointment 
as Secretary of Lands Department was made in June 1972, he 
being only the second Surveyor General to reach this position. 
On his retirement in February 1981 Colin Middleton was made 
Companion of the Imperial Service Order (ISO) for service to the 
State of Victoria, in the 1981 Queen’s Birthday Honours List.

Throughout his career Colin provided great support to the 
Institution of Surveyors, Victoria (ISV), and to related professional 
bodies. He was elevated to Corporate Member of ISV in 1947 
and to Fellow in 1969. At various times his service also included 
active membership of the following societies and organisations: 
Australian Photogrammetric Society – including service on Federal 
Executive; Australian Institute of Cartographers, of which he 
was a founding member; Victorian Public Service Association as 
representative of Surveyors and Cartographers; Royal Institute of 
Public Administration; Staff College at Mt Eliza; and was, of course, 
Chairman of the Victorian Surveyors Board. He also served on the 
National Mapping Council, the Lands Conservation Council, the 
Facility of Engineering at Melbourne University and the Victorian 
Institute of Colleges.       

Soon after World War II he married his first wife, Alma, and they 
were blessed with two boys, John and Ian. Sadly, both Alma and 
Ian passed away many years ago. The Middleton family were of 
course well known in their home territory of Camberwell. Colin 
enjoyed golf and the family were keen beach goers. Alma actively 
supported Colin in his professional life.  

In 1996, Colin married his second wife, Margaret, whom he met 
through the Camberwell Probus Club. Colin and Margaret shared 
many happy years together, enjoying travel adventures, mutual 
sporting interests and time with family.

Past Surveyors General have aptly described Colin Middleton 
ISO as ‘a true Ornament to the Profession of Surveying’. He was 
undeniably a great gentleman and a remarkable contributor to the 
State of Victoria.

Everyday Chris deals with the rigours and responsibilities demanded 
by the range of projects and clients that come to a large firm like 
Bosco Jonson. In addition, Chris has been involved in a number of 
important investigations and innovations.

For example Chris tested various GPS techniques using a quad bike 
mounted GPS receiver and compared the results to determine error 
expectations and best practice methods. Chris’ investigations and 
presentation to the Bosco Jonson surveying group led to decisions 
being made about the suitability of certain GPS techniques for 
particular situations.

Chris was also involved in devising and implementing a process 
for fit-for-purpose, partial, re-establishment surveys for Telco leases 
in rural and regional areas. This included creating a new standard 
recognised by the Telco industry for the presentation of such surveys 
and relevant information.

As part of his work in these examples, Chris was involved in creating 

Colin was a giant in the surveying profession and Victoria’s youngest 
ever Surveyor General.

Colin Middleton was born in Warragul, Victoria, on 20 July 1920. He 
moved to Camberwell as a boy. On 19 April 1936, after completing 
his secondary education, Colin joined the Lands Department as a 
junior draftsman – the typical starting appointment for would-be 
‘Licensed Surveyors’.

On 12 July 1940, then aged 19, Colin enlisted in the Australian Army. 
A month later Private Middleton was posted to a Field Survey unit 
due to his civilian survey experience. He served in the ranks for some 
time, before being commissioned Lieutenant and posted to 2/1 
Australian Army Topo. Eng. RAE, where he served and was promoted 
to Captain until his discharge on 12 November 1945.

Lands Department records show that he returned to duty with them  
in April 1945 – the writer cannot explain this difference – may be 
discharge had been deferred – many soldiers returned to their civilian 
duties before the war ended.

Colin Middleton maintained his interest in the men who served with 
him in the Survey Corps in World War II. Right up until the 1980s, he 
frequently led the Survey Corps contingent in the Anzac Day marches 
in Melbourne.

The army service saw Colin undertake mapping duties in Australia, 
PNG and the Netherlands East Indies. He developed great skill in the 
use of photogrammetry as a method of map making. On his return 
to duty at the Lands Department he spent much effort in promoting 
the use of photogrammetry as a survey tool and converted Lands 
Department to its use – our profession is indebted to Colin for this 
most important contribution.

On his return to civilian duties Colin quickly completed his surveying 
studies, gained his Licence and registration as Licensed Surveyor No. 
675 on 8 October 1946.

In 1947 he was instrumental in establishing the Aerial Surveying and 
Photogrammetric Section of the Lands Department Survey Division. 
Colin meanwhile furthered his studies in mathematics and physics at 
Melbourne University, and studied the development of mapping 

Obituary for Colin Edward Middleton ISO
20/7/1920 – 20/4/2015
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TOWER ENVY
Should Sydney siders care if Melbourne towers are bigger 

than theirs?

Recently Toby Johnstone writing for 
Fairfax media created an article  
which he titled “Sydney losing the 
tower race to Melbourne”.  The article 
refers to figures produced by the 
developer lobby group the Urban 
Taskforce, headed by CEO, Chris 
Johnstone, previously government 
architect in NSW.

Mr Johnstone writes that
“Sydneysiders who look up in  
Melbourne should have a serious 
case of tower envy” because  
Melbourne has 22 towers with a 
height of more than 200 metres while 
Sydney only has eight. In addition 
the Urban Taskforce notes that Mel-
bourne has recently approved its first 
100 storey residential skyscraper, 
named Australia 108 in Southbank, 
which at 319 metres will soon be the 
southern hemisphere’s tallest build-
ing.

If this was just a case of “tower envy” 
then we could have a chuckle and 
there would be no reason to go over 

the same territory in our own  
publication. But is it that simple?  The 
Australian Bureau of Statistics has 
forecast that in 50 years’ time Sydney 
will require double the number of 
the current 1.6million households to 
accommodate the expected increase 
in population.  Andrew Wilson, senior 
economist for the Domain Real  
Estate Group advises that currently 
the Sydney population grows by 
1000 extra people each year.  In  
addition with the NSW economy 
growing at 5% and the increase 
in employment that this growth is 
expected to generate, the population 
inflow is expected to increase even 
further.

The ABS also predicts that  
Melbourne’s population will overtake 
Sydney in 2053 but unlike Sydney, 
Melbourne has been busy approving 
54% more homes in the metropolitan 
area since 2010 in anticipation of the 
growth in population.  The Victorians 
are very keen to avoid the drastic 
and harmful housing shortage that 

continues to plague Sydney’s 
property market.  One of the most 
harmful outcomes of the housing 
supply shortage in Sydney is the 
escalating rise in real estate prices. 
Currently the median rental price for 
a small unit is $500 and $580 for a 
house and these are prices in budget 
areas.  Buying a home has become 
out of reach for many hopefuls espe-
cially first home buyers. 

If Sydney was to double its footprint 
however, it only has several choices. 
The Urban Taskforce proposes that 
there are three ways that this can be 
done.
1. It can broaden the boundaries 

of the current populated area.
Although given Sydney’s 
geographic constraints and the 
consequent traffic problems this 
strategy would no doubt increase 
what is already an unacceptable 
level of traffic congestion.

2. It can double density  
throughout all existing  

SOURCE: URBANTASKFORCE

Planning Issues
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residential areas. 
Although not quite the whole  
residential area, Green Square, 
previously an industrial back-
water, is now considered to be 
one of the largest urban renewal 
projects in Australia with the 
construction of almost 30,000 
apartments.  When development 
is completed over the next 15 
years, the suburbs around Green 
Square to the south of Sydney’s 
central business district will form 
the densest precinct in the  
nation. However transport  
management plans state that 
buses through the area will 
need to double in the next 15 
years and this is likely to place 
additional pressure on already 
congested city streets and CBD 
bus termini. 

3. It can increase high density  
areas	along	major	traffic	
routes and in clusters around 
major train stations.   
This appears to be the most 
acceptable strategy to satisfy 
accommodation supply due to 
population growth without adding 
pressure to transport systems 
and why Toby Johnstone’s article 
indicates that we in Sydney 
should care that our towers are 
not as big as Melbourne’s.

Sydney residents appear to have an 
appetite for the third proposal with 
city apartments being cleared within 
record time and for prices which 
Knight Frank notes cannot be 
sustainable. In its Residential  
Market Brief Q3 for 2014, Knight 
Frank states that “growth in
apartment values has now reached 
a height not seen in metropolitan 
Sydney since 2001; low vacancy has 
remained despite a significant 
number of new supply projects  
coming on line as rents continue to 
trend upwards”.

There are barriers to implementing 
the third proposal however and some 
history to deal with before there 
can be an attempt to follow such a 
strategy as it has been in Melbourne. 
Sydney has a maximum height 
restriction and current city planning 
laws state that no building can be 
taller than the 1970s designed and 
1981 completed Sydney Centrepoint 
Tower which is 309 meters to the top 
of its spire and 235 metres to the 
underside of its viewing floors.  The 
Barangaroo tower of James Packer’s 
Crown Sydney, when completed will 
reach 271 meters but this approval 
was given only because the tower 
lies down low at the waterline and 
will not intrude on the landscape over 
the height restriction.

“Sydney must not let 1970’s attitudes 
control the future form of the city” 
states the Urban Taskforce in its 
Urban Ideas, Sydney 2050 docu-
ment.  It goes on to note that since 
the 1970’s, other cities in the world 
have gone on to adopt much higher 
residential skyscrapers. “The tallest 
buildings are now double the height 
of Sydney.  Melbourne and even 
Brisbane have taller buildings than 
Sydney”.

So when Bob Carr, then Premier of 
NSW, stated that “Sydney is full”, he 
could not have been more  
misguided.   Population growth 
generated demand has put a lot of 
pressure on the supply of housing in 
the city of Sydney and Sydney siders 
should really care that Melbourne 
towers are bigger than theirs.   
Hopefully their competitive spirit will 
turn into action to accept the Urban 
Taskforce proposal and of course 
they will need more surveyors to 
manage the projects!

Veronica Bondarew
CEO, Consulting Surveyors National

Annual Growth rate 
for CBDs
2000/01-2012/13

Darwin Perth Canberra Melbourne Brisbane Adelaide Sydney Hobart

5.2%
4.9% 4.7% 4.7%

4.4%

3.2%

2.2%

1.7%

High Growth CBDs

Low Growth CBDs

SOURCE: URBANTASKFORCE

Reproduced from the 
CSN Bi-annual Newsletter, 

with kind permission of 
Consulting Surveyors National
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Cadastral Surveying Lecturing
The University of Melbourne 
In 2014 the Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria (SRBV) re-
accredited the Master of Engineering (Spatial) degree for the period 
1st January 2015 to 31st December 2018. This enables graduates 
of the degree to continue to qualify for entrance into a Professional 
Training Agreement (PTA) and become Licensed Surveyors. 

The Institution of Surveyors Victoria (ISV) has agreed to support The 
University of Melbourne in the provision of its Cadastral Surveying 
course (GEOM90041) for the Master of Engineering (Spatial) 
degree through the new accreditation period. The ISV support is by 
way of sourcing and recommending from its membership, a lecturer 
for the Cadastral Surveying course. 

The ISV views this support as crucial to ensuring that the surveying 
profession continues to receive graduates from The University of 
Melbourne, and that those graduates continue to be afforded the 
opportunity of becoming Licensed Surveyors. 

Cadastral Surveying (GEOM90041) 

A course in Cadastral Surveying is one of three core subjects, along 
with Land Development and Planning and Cadastral Law, that tertiary 
institutions must offer in order for the SRBV to accredit their surveying 
degrees. The University of Melbourne course is both theoretical and 
practical and covers topics such as: 

• The role of a Cadastral Surveyor 
• Land Tenure Systems and relevant legislation
• Title Re-establishment principles
• Cadastral Surveying applications and documentation 

The 2014 course handbook is attached for reference.

Course Duration

The course is intended to run every two years to maximise student 
entry numbers which are expected to be approximately 25. The first 
ISV supported course is schedule to run during Semester 1 2016 
(12 weeks). 

Estimated Lecturing Commitment 

Lecturing: 4 hours per week 
 (2 hours lecturing, 2 hours practical)

Administration: 4 hours per week 
 (email, preparation, assessment etc) 

The University of Melbourne provides and requires lecturers to attend 
a 1-2 day teaching course. 

Remuneration 
The lecturing positon is fully remunerated, the details of which will be 
provided upon application. 

Applications or Further Information 
Gary White
Executive Officer
The Institution of Surveyors Victoria
gwhite@isvic.org.au
03 9326 9227

ISV Welcomes New Members 
Emma Crowther and Chris Powell
Re-admitted Member Medhat Ghobrial 

Emma Crowther 

“I began working at Beveridge 
Williams in the Summer between 
my third and fourth years of 
my Melbourne Uni Geomatic 
Engineering course. I worked 
casually during my fourth year 
of study and started full time at 
Beveridge Williams as soon as I 

finished uni in 2008. I spent the first couple of years in the 
office drafting for the infrastructure team and I was exposed to 
many projects completed for Vicroads during this time. 

In 2010 when I began by training agreement to become 
Licensed and I began to learn how to take a job from start 
to finish and not just see the office side of it. I began with 
small acquisition tasks for Vicroads and over the past 5 years 
I have come to be involved most large infrastructure projects 
in Melbourne including Peninsula Link, South Morang Rail 
Extension, Regional Rail Link and numerous road duplications 
and widening’s. I have also been able to travel slightly further 
afield to work on projects such as the Geelong Bypass, the 
Western Highway Duplication and the Princes Highway 
Duplication (Winchelsea to Colac). Over the years my involve-
ment has shifted from simply assisting with drafting and field 
work to completing complex title re-establishment surveys and 
liaising with occasionally demanding clients. I am now nearing 
the end of my training agreement and am looking forward to 
the next stage in my career.

In my personal life, I have been married to Tim for nearly 
6 years and enjoy getting outdoors in my free time. I enjoy 
cycling to work and try to regularly go away for weekends of 
bush walking, and whenever a whole weekend isn’t possible 
an adventure in Melbourne is the next best thing. A trip along 
the 82km Overland Track in Tasmania in February 2014 has 
been the highlight of my walking adventures so far and I am 
currently planning a 4 day walk along the Great Ocean Walk for 
the end of September 2015.” 

Medhat Ghobrial 
I graduated in 1990 in Cairo, 
Egypt, with a Bachelor degree in 
Surveying and Civil Engineering. 
I worked as a project manager 
for a number of multi-million 
dollar surveying projects in Egypt 
and the Gulf Area. I migrated 
to Australia in 2008 and since 

then I have been working in the field of surveying in various 
companies such as Bosco Jonson, VS Constructions and Nacha 
Moore Land Surveyors. I started my License training agreement 
with Nacha Moore in November 2011 and became, the first 
Egyptian, licensed surveyor in April 2015.

I am married, with 2 children, Michael – 20 years old and 
Monica – 17 years old. I live with my wife and children. I like 
playing soccer and chess.



Solutions to capture and manage your world

UPG, est. 1888, fourth generation 
family business and Trimble 
authorised distribution partner 
for Eastern and Central Australia.

We’re used to playing the long game 
and we want to be there for you in the 
long run too – from finding the solution to 
the installation, support, service and repair.

www.upgsolutions.com
Brisbane • Rockhampton • Townsville • Sydney • Wollongong • Melbourne • Hobart • Adelaide • Darwin • PNG

SSSIAdvertisementJan2014.indd   1 1/9/2014   12:01:23 PM
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2015 ISV Surveying Industry Awards Gala Dinner

1.

3.

2.

4.
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1.  Mark Mazajczyk and John Tulloch 
2.  David Wong and John Tulloch 
3.   David Wong and Paul Kenny
4.  Chris Attard and Paul Kenny
5.  Bob Eddington – 50 Year Member – and Heather Eddington
6.  Alan Monger – 50 Year Member – and Jenny Monger
7.  Michael Loy and Paul Kenny
8.  Gary White and Guest Speaker Mick Colliss 

5.

7.

6.

8.
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Early surveying life in Australia was exciting and challenging.  Kellehers Australia was recently involved in a case that 
required researching the work of colonial surveyors.  This paper, the first of two, looks at the context, regulations and 
lifestyle of these influential figures in Australia’s formative land arrangements.  The next will paper describe the work of 
individual early Australian surveyors.   

Context 
Important to colonial directions was the history of surveying practice itself.  It is said that the oldest known cartographic 
map is the map of Nippur, dating from 1,500BC1.  This map (Figure 1 below) is engraved into a stone table and shows 
buildings and city layout (apparently to scale). According to historian Lewis Mumford, it is supported by Herodotus’ eye 
witness observations2. 
 

                                         Figure 1: Extract from the Map of Nipur
3 

 
Surveyors existed as a profession from at least Roman times, with the grid form of town layout said to align with symbols 
of visible power and empire4, comparisons being made between Roman city layout and British colonial practice5. 
  
In Elizabethan England, a Privy Council warrant issued for early survey of Wales required the surveyor to arrange to be: 

'conducted unto any towre, castle, high place or hill to view the country ... accompanied with two or three honest 
men such as do best know the country for the better accomplishment of that service .. [and required] a horseman 
that can speke both Welsh and Englishe to safe conduct him to the next market town.'6 

In Australia, surveying and exploration began with the First Fleet, which carried the new Surveyor-General among its 
passengers. The Australian colonial township grid emerged from high level surveying instructions from the British 
government7.  The Secretary of State of the Colonies in England issued instructions that also required the surveyor to record 
observations in a journal.  Consistent with surveying instructions since Elizabethan times, surveyors adopted local names 
and, where guides were required, were accompanied by ‘two or three honest (Aboriginal) men as (did) best know the 
country’ and could speak the local language.  Swan River surveying in 1820-1830s involved close contact with local 
Aboriginals8 and it was noted that Aboriginal measurements of distance and time referenced to the number of moons and 
relational landmarks within country9 and revealed some similarities between Aboriginal approaches and European 
surveying10.  Surveyor-General Mitchell’s practice reiterated the benefits of using the local names in contemporary use by 
Aboriginals: 

‘The great convenience of using native names is obvious … future travelers may verify my map.  Whereas new 
names are of no use in this respect’.11 

Mitchell’s expedition to Port Phillip District included three aboriginals, one of whom, "Piper", a Wiradjuri man from the 
Bathurst area is shown in Figure 2 below. Mitchell’s instructions to his surveying staff required: 
                                                                        
1 Lewis Mumford, 1961, The City in History: Its Origins Its Transformations and its Prospects, Martin Secker & Warburg, London, p 76, the map was discovered in 
archaeological explorations at Nineveh. 
2 Lewis Mumford, 1961, The City in History: Its Origins Its Transformations and its Prospects, Martin Secker & Warburg, London, p 76, the map was discovered in 
archaeological explorations at Nineveh. 
3 Mumford, Lewis, 1961, The City in History: Its Origins Its Transformations and Its Prospects, Secker & Warburg, London, Plate 7, City and Working Quarter, also, 
discussed at Graphic Section at pages 67-70,: Plate 7 and page 606, referring also to interpretation by Kramer, Samuel Noah, 1959, History Begins at Sumer, New 
York. 
4 Mumford, Lewis, 1961, The City in History: Its Origins Its Transformations and Its Prospects, Martin Secker and Warburg Ltd, London, p 206-7 
5 Mumford, Lewis, 1961, The City in History: Its Origins Its Transformations and Its Prospects, Martin Secker and Warburg Ltd, London, Chapter 8, 205-213. 
6 Crone, G. R., 1966, Maps and their Makers: An Introduction to The History of Cartography, Hutchinson University Library, Library, London. 108-9, 192. 
7 Whilst Mumford7 considered this to be a symbol of colonial domination similar to the Romans, the Surveyors Handbook relates the grid form to the early 
shortage of surveyors and demand for land as it avoided the more time consuming preliminary design that would accommodate topography, vegetation, soil type 
and other factors7 
8 Shellam, Tiffany, 2009, Shaking Hands on the Fringe, University of Western Australia Press, Western Australia, Chapter 7 
9 Barker, 1830, Journal, 30 January in Shellam, Tiffany, 2009, Shaking Hands on the Fringe, University of Western Australia Press, Western Australia, page141-2 
and 30. 
10 Crone, G. R., 1966, Maps and their Makers: An Introduction to The History of Cartography, Hutchinson University Library, Library, London, xi.  For example, use 
of time and verbal explanations - ‘so many hours' march or days' journey by river’ – and itinerary descriptions.  
11 Mitchell, T., 1838, Three Expeditions into the Interior of Eastern Australia, with descriptions of the recently explored region of Australia Felix, and the present 
colony of New South Wales, Volumes 1 & 2, T & W Boone, London, page 174, referred to in Birch, T., 2003, Nothing has changed: the making and unmaking of 
Koori culture, in Grossman, M. (ed.), Blacklines: Contemporary Critical Writing by Indigenous Australians, Melbourne University Press, Carlton, 145-159. 

Early surveying life in Australia
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                  'the native names of as many places as you can in your map’.12 

 

                                                                                                     

Figure 2:  William Henry Fernyhough, 1836, Piper. The Native who accompanied Major Mitchell in his expedition 
to the Interior of NSW, Printed & published by W Baker King St Sydney, lithograph on paper, 25 x 18cm.13  

Regulation and Instructions 

In 1828, a temporary Act14 provided that the whole law of England applied to the Colony of New South Wales.  As the 
successive eastern Colonies were established, this enactment automatically applied until each made its own replacement 
legislation15. Thus, applicable laws for surveying as well as land and conveyancing were English, except where particularly 
repealed.   

Regulations for the Selection and Measurement of Land were proclaimed by New South Wales on 19 August 1829. 'General 
Instructions' were issued to first Port Phillip District surveyor, Robert Russell16 and the Governor informed of the 
importance of astronomical observations. Two circulars were prepared by the Surveyor-General in 1836, for the guidance of 
licensed surveyors and, on 31 July 1837, further instructions were issued that:  

'you will make at least one reserve for a town or village ... (and) will assign to each parish a name, founded on the 
native appellation of any hill or place therein… (and) as soon as the plans and descriptions ... are prepared, you will 
transmit them to me, in order that the originals or copies ... may be forwarded to the Government for 
advertisement for sale...' 

In September 1837, the New South Wales Governor issued a proclamation that each applicant for employment as an 
assistant surveyor must appear before a board consisting of the Commanding Royal Engineer, the King's Astronomer of 
New South Wales and the Surveyor-General or Deputy Surveyor-General, to be examined in his knowledge of the theory 
and practice of land surveying17.   

Colonial Surveying Life 

Captain Robert K. Dawson, in his 1840's Report on Surveying18, noted difficulties facing colonial surveyors.  These included 
the limited numbers of surveyors and their adverse work conditions19, as well as the need to clear ground to cut lines of 
sight and observe angles, difficulties in obtaining traverse measurements along coastlines, rivers and natural lines of 
country and connecting with trigonometric points20. Early colonial surveyors also faced a lack of uniform, unambiguous 

                                                                        
12 Flannery, Tim, 1998, The Explorers, Text Publishing, Melbourne.  
13 National Portrait Gallery, Canberra, shown in Curthoys, Ann, 2013,  Scottish settlers and Indigenous people in colonial Australia,  citing Ryan, L., 2010, Settler 
massacres on the Port Phillip Frontier, 1836-1851, Journal of Australian Studies, Vol. 34, No. 3, p 257-273.in Inglis, Alison and Tyron, Patricia, ed., 2013, For Auld 
Lang Syne: Images of Scottish Australia From First Fleet to Federation, Art Gallery of Ballarat, page 85 at 95.  Curthoys notes that Piper is wearing Mitchell's coat 
and a hat formerly owned by Governor Darling, Curthoys (at 95) referencing Karskens, G., 2011, Red coat, blue jacket, black skin: Aboriginal men and clothing in 
early New South Wales, Aboriginal History, Vol. 35, p 1-36. 
14 Act 9 Geo. IV c. 83 (Imperial). 
15 s53 of Act 5 & 6 Vic, c. 76: applied to the new Colony of Victoria by s II Laws (Continuation) Act 1851.  
16 1.'furnish yourself with tracings from some ancient documents in the office which give an outline of the basin of Port Phillip and afford some data upon which an 
idea may be formed of the general character of the country upon its margin, and you will collect previously to your embarkation such further information as may 
be likely to assist you in your operations on the ground. 
    2.The direction of the first great parallel to the meridian of Parramatta being established by the officers of His Majesty's sloop of war Rattlesnake and some 
points about the mouth of the harbour of Port Phillip being fixed by their observations, you will proceed to survey the shores of that harbour...' 
    3.'The survey and tracing of the shores of the great basin being completed, you will  trace up the banks of the river which empties itself on the northern side of 
the harbour and upon which some grazing establishments have been formed extending to a considerable distance above its mouth.   
    4... observe what lands are occupied, and furnish the Police Magistrate with the names of the occupants and the extent of their occupation, in order that a 
record may be made of the licences that will be granted to them. ... 
    8 Every plan must be accompanied by a written report ... giving in separate  columns, date, state of the atmosphere, state of the barometer and thermometer ... the distance measured 
with the chain and their magnetic bearings...' Surveyors Handbook p62, 63. 
17 Survey Practice Handbook – Victoria, 1989, Administration of the Surveying Profession, Section 2, p 15. 
18 Dawson, Robert K., 1840, Report on Surveying: Considered with Reference to New Zealand and the Colonies generally. Appendix to the Report from the Select 
Committee on South Australia,  Irish University Press, Series of British Parliamentary Papers, Colonies, Australia, 2, referred to in Brown, A.C.,  1994, Land 
Settlement and the Role of the Surveyor, Survey Practice Handbook – Victoria, Section 3, p 60, 81. 
19 Captain Robert K. Dawson identified these in his 1840's Report on Surveying: Considered with Reference to New Zealand and the Colonies generally as clearing 
the ground, exploration, observation of angles, cutting lines of sight, traverse measurements along coast line, rivers, streams and other natural lines of country 
and connecting these traverses with trigonometric points.  
20 The change to a magnetic datum promoted the use of the circumferentor and reflected the view of contemporary field surveyors that the theodolite was slow 
and cumbersome, requiring a clear line of sight between pegs, where in the Australian bush this was often impossible. 
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descriptions for Australian conditions and insufficient density of suitable natural features to which any one parcel could be 
referenced. Often a diagram was required to describe the description.21 

The South Australian Surveyor-General Edward Charles Frome, published detailed surveying Instructions22, including 
treatment of aborigines, camp equipment and rations, salaries, the use of arms, men’s attendance at Sunday prayers, 
quarrelling, drunkenness and gambling, taking 'private' work and what plans, journal and reports were required. 

One of Mitchell's assistant surveyors wrote a textbook for Surveyors-General of Colonies published in 1841.  An 1848 
circular required survey work to be performed strictly in accordance with the practice in the Surveyor-General's 
Department23. These instructions remained in place prescribing the duties of the Port Phillip and Victorian surveyors until at 
least 1855.  After 1851, a Royal Commission into the Victorian Public Service included a recommendation that all surveys be 
performed by licensed surveyors, with formal approved qualifications. After separation, the Government of Great Britain 
retained control of Crown lands in Victoria until 185524.   

Surveyors were both government-employed and practised privately under contract.  They not only surveyed in the field, 
pegging and marking ground and landscape features, but also in central offices as layout designers and administrators.  The 
District Surveyor, later called Divisional Surveyor, rarely effected boundary surveys himself, but supervised a group of 
surveyors, performing also the duties of a Land Officer, inspecting, and reporting, designing and valuing Crown land for 
settlement.  

Colonial surveyors working in the field undertook journeys with drays that carried cumbersome surveying and camping 
equipment.  They spent months camping out in the bush and mapping the land.  Surveying practices were far slower than 
current practices: 

 Figure 2: S T Gill, The Surveyors25. 

‘(M)uch of the survey work undertaken to open up the country and provide land holdings to settlers was carried 
out using Gunter’s chains, measuring wheels, circumferenter, Kater’s compass and even pacing where 
approximation sufficed ... Over time, the Gunter’s chain was replaced by steel bands and invar tapes, and later by 
Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM) equipment, and subsequently Global Positioning System (GPS) devices … 
Likewise, compasses were replaced by transits, later theodolites and then Total Stations which combined angular 
and distance measurement in a single survey instrument.’26 

Surveyors related closely to the government, but also became part of the community. One example is early Ballarat 
surveyor William Surplice, recorded as, on 8 December 1856 at age 32, marrying 16 year old Julia Hanmer in the Church of 
England School House, Ballarat. Surplice’s father, Alfred Surplice, had previously sold provisions to the government camp27 
and Julia’s mother owned the Adelphi Theatre, held a publican’s licence and was a prosperous Ballarat landowner28. 
 
                                                                        
21 Brown, A.C., 1994, Land Settlement and the Role of the Surveyor, Survey Practice Handbook – Victoria, Section 3, p 61 
22 Frome, Edward Charles, 1840, Instructions for the interior survey of South Australia, published by Robert Thomas, Held in facsimile edition no. 32, in Public Library of South Australia, 
Bib ID 776106. 
23 Information detailed in this paragraph is described and referenced in Williamson, I. P., 1982, Early Regulations for the Survey and Marking of Crown Land in New South Wales, The 
Australian Surveyor, Vol. 31, No. 4, December, page 246-254. 
24 From assent to the Constitution Act in 1855, the Surveyor-General (then Captain Andrew Clarke) was appointed as a non-elective member of the Victorian 
Legislative Council and a member of the Executive Council.   
25  From The Australian Sketch-Book, Melbourne, Landowner, 1974, (first published, Melbourne(?), Hamel & Ferguson, 1864, 
http://www.cv.vic.gov.au/stories/land-and-ecology/mapping-great-change/the-surveyors/ 
26 Donnell, G.J., undated but after 2012, Fundamentals of Land Ownership, Land Boundaries, and Surveying, Intergovernmental Committee on Surveying & 
Mapping, point 4.2. citing Hallman, F., 1994,  Legal Aspects of Boundary Surveying in New South Wales, 2nd edition by F.K. Ticehurst, The Institution of Surveyors 
Australia Inc New South Wales Division, Sydney, Australia, 2-3. 
27 The couple is notes as moving to New South Wales in mid 1870s and then to Suva, Fiji for many years, with Julia Surplice buried in the Waverley Cemetery in 
Melbourne. Wright, Clare, 2013, The Forgotten Rebels of Eureka, Text Publishing, Melbourne at pages 466-467.  
28 Wright, Clare, 2013, The Forgotten Rebels of Eureka, Text Publishing, Melbourne at pages 466. 
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Two journal records, by colonial surveyor, William Urquhart, give colour to early surveying life: 

 ‘…I was alone and it being the time of the full moon was not in a hurry to return to my encampment and just at dusk 
about three miles from my camp I came on a native encampment … I was known to nearly all of them, we were 
always on the best of terms. My friend Tommy … walked up and looked wild and very excited felt me over the back 
made a jump and a wild holla, which roused the rest. Three of the principal leaders of the tribes immediately sprang 
up, and after a few seconds of the most exciting debate between them, Mr Tommy was turned about and ordered 
away. One of the three 'Bonney' in a very decided manner told me that Tommy was no good. We ultimately 
departed good friends …’29.

 ‘ … I examined the creek and found the current flowing very rapidly, and no likelihood of a fall that night. My party
were engaged with a bottle fastened to a cord about 60 yards long endeavouring to through [sic] it to the opposite
but failed in the attempt. This contrivance would not suit the purpose there was no alternative but to swim. I was
confident that I had swum bigger and stronger currents before. I determined to make the effort and was soon in the
water and gained the opposite bank. Mr Fitzmaurice Chief Constable tied the despatches round my head. I was soon
on the west bank of the creek again. In half an hour I was on my way to Glenmona on a favourable Romeo mare.
Mr Hall (the local electoral officer) received the Governor's official despatches with authority to act as the Returning
Officer and Mr Wm. Campbell of Strath Loddon was returned the first member of Council for the Electoral District of
the Loddon on the following day’30.

There were tough realities for these field surveyors in gruelling outdoor conditions.  Urquhart’s 1862 application to retire 
early from field work poignantly describes the personal toll of his experiences: 

“(T)he state of my health will no longer permit me to perform the duties required of a district surveyor. ... (T)he 
frequent exposure to wet, heat & cold has rendered me very unfit for the duties required of me as a field officer; at 
the same time, that the life that I led for upwards of ten (10 years) under canvas in the bush has unfitted me 
constitutionally for the close confinement and duties of an office life. I find it absolutely necessary that I should 
retire before my system is broken up altogether.” (sic) 31.

Conclusion 

Early surveying in Australia was the outcome of centuries of surveying practices.  These practices determined the 
approaches and guidelines adopted in surveying the formative first land layout arrangements in this country. From this, 
land became notated in western survey format for sale by the British Government.  The lifestyle and conditions of colonial 
surveyors were quite unique. Their journals are important early historical records. Their legacy is enormous.   

29 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 560, Item 62/11,082, correspondence from Urquhart, 4 December 1862. 
30 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 560, Item 62/11,082, correspondence from Urquhart, 4 December 1862 
31 PROV, VPRS 44/P0, Unit 560, Item 62/11,082, correspondence from Urquhart, 4 December 1862, Ken James, Provenance: The Journal of the Public Record Office 
Victoria, no 8, Sept, 2009, via url http://prov.vic.gov.au/publications/provenance/provenance2009/william-swan-urquhart  (accessed 27 March 2015) 
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Sun Protection at Work
Australia has one of the highest levels of skin cancer in the world. At least two in every three Australians will develop skin cancer before they 
reach the age of 70.

The main cause of skin cancer is ultraviolet (UV) radiation and outdoor workers are most at risk due to their greater exposure to UV radiation.

How can workers protect their skin?
The Cancer Council recommends that outdoor workers take the following steps when working outdoors:

1. Slip on some sun-protective work clothing
	Cover as much skin as possible. Long pants and work shirts with a collar and long sleeves are best.
	Chose lightweight, closely woven material with an ultraviolet protection factor (UPF) 50+.
	Choose loose fitting clothing to keep cool in the heat.

2. Slop on SPF 30 or higher sunscreen
	No sunscreen provides complete protection so never rely on sunscreen alone.
	Choose sunscreen that is broad spectrum and water resistant.
	Apply sunscreen generously to clean, dry skin 20 minutes before you go outdoors.  

Apply 1 teaspoon full of sunscreen per limb and ½ a teaspoon for face, neck and ears.
	Reapply every two hours or more often when sweating.
	Protect your lips with an SPF 30 or higher lip balm.
	Always check and follow the use by date on sunscreen.
	Sunscreen should be stored in a cool dry place (below 30 degrees).

3. Slap on a hat
	A hat should shade your face, ears and neck.
	A broad brimmed styled hat should have a minimum 7.5 cm brim.
	A bucket style hat should have a deep crown, angled brim of minimum 6 cm and sit low on the head.
	A legionnaire style hat should have a flap that covers the neck and joins to the sides of the front peak.
	If wearing a hard hat or helmet use a brim attachment or use a brim and flap attachment (legionnaire style).
	Baseball caps are not recommended as they do not protect the face, head, neck or ears.

4. Seek shade
	Work and take breaks in the shade. Where no shade exists, use temporary portable shade.
	Plan to work indoors or in the shade during the middle of the day when UV radiation levels are strongest.
	Plan to do outdoor work tasks early in the morning or later in the afternoon when UV radiation levels are lower.
	Share outdoor tasks and rotate staff so the same person is not always out in the sun.
	Choose shade that has extensive overhead and side cover and is positioned away from highly reflective surfaces.

5. Slide on some sunglasses
	Be aware that your eyes can also be damaged by the sun’s UV radiation so protect the eyes at all times when outdoors during 

daylight hours.
	Wear close fitting, wraparound style sunglasses.
	When buying new sunglasses, check the swing tag to ensure they meet the  

Australian Standard (AS/NZS 1067:2003 – category 2, 3 or 4) and are safe for driving.
	Look for an eye protection factor (EPF) 10.
	Safety glasses that meet AS/NZS 1337 still provide sun protection.
	Polarised lenses reduce glare and make it easier to see on sunny days.

The Sunsmart App
An easy way to check outside UV radiation levels is to use the Sunsmart UV app which 
has been developed by the Cancer Council and is available free for download. It allows 
users to monitor UV radiation levels during the day and be alerted when levels are high.
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Work Health & Safety Obligations
Under Work Health & Safety legalisation employers must provide a safe work environment. This includes taking proper steps to reduce 
exposure to UV radiation for workers who spend all or part of their time working outdoors. Workers also have a duty to take care of their own 
health and safety and cooperate with employers’ efforts to improve health and safety.

The Cancer Council recommends that workplaces should have a comprehensive sun protection program in place which includes:

•	 Risk assessment: periodic assessment of the UV radiation exposure risk to all workers.
•	 Sun protection control measures: the introduction and maintenance of protective measures in line with occupational hazard controls.
•	 Training workers to work safely in the sun: the provision of information, instruction, training and supervision for workers.
•	 Sun protection policy: documentation of the program, including control measures, in a written policy.
•	 Monitoring program effectiveness: a process to determine the effectiveness of control measures and identify changes that may further 

reduce exposure.

Checking for Skin Cancer
Workers should regularly inspect their skin for suspicious spots. It is important that you know what your skin looks like normally so changes 
can be noticed. Skin cancer can grow quickly. You should check all of your skin not just sun exposed areas. If you notice anything usual, 
including any change in shape, colour or size of a new spot, or the development of a spot, visit your doctor as soon as possible.

The Cancer Council recommends the following checking procedure:

•	 Check your whole body, including the soles of your feet, between your toes, your armpits, ears, eyelids, under your fingernails and scalp.
•	 Use a hand held mirror, or have someone help you, to check areas you cannot see such as your back, the back of your neck and legs.
•	 Look for a new spot or a spot that is different from the ones around it.
•	 Look for a sore that does not heal.
•	 Look for a spot or mole that has changed size, shape or colour.

Further Information
For further information on cancer and cancer related issues call the Cancer Council Helpline
on 13 11 20 or visit their website at www.cancer.org.au
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Electronic version of Traverse
In these e-times, you may prefer to receive Traverse as an electronic version only, rather than a hard copy.
If you do wish to receive an e-copy only, please opt in by emailing the ISV office.

CALENDAR 2015
OCTOBER
Wednesday 7 Annual General Meeting
Thursday 8 Gippsland Group Seminar
Friday 23 RMIT Major Project Presentations
Friday 30 Murray Group Seminar

NOVEMBER
Wednesday 4 ISV Committee Meeting
Wednesday 11 North Central Group Seminar & AGM

DECEMBER
Thursday 3 Seminar & General Meeting
  & Christmas Networking Event
  ISV Committee Meeting
Friday 25 Christmas Day
Saturday 26 Boxing Day

Solution to Curly’s Conundrum No.37Curly’s Conundrum No.38

ERATOSTHENES ET AL. 
This problem has been exercising the minds of our NSW 
brethren. Also filling columns in Azimuth (the monthly 
journal). The problem was submit-ted by Mr lan S Foxall 
who provided a solution. It was interesting to note 
that a retired university lecturer (obviously not a lateral 
thinker) couldn't get an answer and wrote to the Editor 
complaining that Mr Foxall must be a member of the Flat 
Earth Society! Interesting. "Flat-earthers" in NSW – could 
explain a lot. Anyway here is the puzzle (verbatim) 

Your child too can measure the Earth" 

In about 250 BC Eratosthenes, the Greek philosopher, 
scientist, mathematician etc, and librarian of the great 
centre of learning, the Museum of Alexandria, became 
the first person to approximate by scientific calculation 
the size of our planet Earth. The originality of his thinking 
process which enabled him to perform this major step 
has been greatly applauded over the centuries, particularly 
as he used for his calculations only a handful of simple 
measurement. Today our bright children or grandchildren 
in their Senior years at High School could emulate 
Eratosthenes' calculation by using the following data which 
is similar to that used by our Greek friend. 

Data –

(i) On 22 December at midday in Sydney a 10 metre 
high flagpole, on level ground, cast a shadow of 1.81 
metres.

(ii) The distance from Sydney to Rockhampton is 1150km. 
What is the Earth's circumference? 

The Stone Cairn Problem 

For the stones with missing numbers, let them have letters a, 
b, c, and d starting from the left in row 1. Again, starting from 
the left, the missing numbers in row 2 are allocated letters e, 
f, g and h, and finally the two unknown stones in row 3 are 
given letters j and k. 

From the diagram j + K = 92 but j = f + 21 and k = g +21

Hence F + G = 50 

But f = a+BandG = c+11 

Hence a + b + c = 39…(i) 

In a similar manner e + f = 54 and g + h = 34 

which leads to 2a + b = 48 …(ii) 

 c + d = 12 ... (iii)

Now b + c = 21 which can be subsituted into equation (i) to 
give a =18 and successive substitutions into equations (i), (ii) 
and (iii) will yield the numbers of all the stones in the bottom 
row. All other numbers follow by addition. 
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GARY SAYS:

“I didn’t realise it was a Frisbee  

– and then it hit me”

ADVERSE POSSESSION & GENERAL LAW
LAND, TITLE BOUNDARY AMENDMENTS
EASEMENTS & ROADS

Peter Speakman & Co. 
Lawyers
Suite 2, 1396 Malvern Road
(PO Box 72) Glen Iris, Vic 3146

Tel: 9822 8611
Email: speakman@speakman.com.au
www.speakman.com.au

The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria
President - Paul Kenny
Vice President - Alan Timcke
Honorary Secretary - Matthew Heemskerk
Honorary Treasurer - Tim Dole
President Elect - tba
Immediate Past President - Glenn Collins

Committee
Michael Allsopp, Tom Champion, Doug Gow, Clint Joseph, 
 Scott Jukes, Sam Lovelock, Adele Thomson, Brendon Windsor 

Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria 
Representatives
Rachael Musgrave-Evans & Peter Sullivan

ACSV Representative
David McLennan

Traverse
Peter Sullivan & Gary White

Executive Officer
Gary White

Patron
The Honourable Linda Dessau AM
Governor of Victoria

Honorary Legal Counsel
David Vorchheimer, Partner – HWL Ebsworth Lawyers

Suite 207, 13-21 Bedford Street, North Melbourne Vic 3051
Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 • Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216
Email: isv@isvic.org.au • www.surveying.org.au

TRAVERSE is published bi-monthly. Articles and letters related to any aspect of 
spatial science are invited and should be sent to the Executive Officer at the ISV 
Office by the 12th of the month prior to the edition.

Statements of opinion expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of 
The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria and no responsibility can be accepted in 
respect of the opinion of any contributor.

Enquiries to the Executive Officer, Gary White, at The Institution of Surveyors, 
Victoria on Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216
Email:gwhite@isvic.org.au

SEMINARS, CONFERENCES 
& UPCOMING EVENTS 2015

October 7
ISV Annual General Meeting

October 8
Gippsland Regional Group Seminar
Century Inn, Traralgon

October 30
Murray Regional Group Seminar
All Saints Winery, Wahgunyah

November 11
North Central Group Seminar
Big Hill Winery, Bendigo

December 3
ISV Seminar and Christmas Networking Event
Carlton Brewhouse, Abbotsford

FOR SALE  
LEICA TCRP1203 Package 

$16,500 
Leica Robotic Total Station with case (one person operation)  
in excellent condition. 
Remote RX120 with case in excellent condition
Originally purchased from CR Kennedy P/L Melbourne
This package also includes:
• 1 extendable Prism pole and 360° Prism 
• 3 wooden tripods, 
• 4 tribracs (with optical plummets), 
• 4 target sets,
• 4 prisms,
• 1 radio handle antenna (no connecting cables to get tangled), 
• 4 batteries (2 for the RX unit and 2 for the TCRP Unit),
• 4 x battery charger,
• 1 compact 256 MB Flash Card. 
This equipment was originally purchased for a subdivision in 2011 which has 
now been completed. It has been well looked after and should give many 
more years of reliable service. 
This unit could be ideal for someone just starting out on their own or for an 
established business wanting a second set of gear for another field party. 
Reluctantly retiring from surveying due to ill health. 

Phone Wayne Thomas
0407 560 236 for all enquiries. 

Located at Yarra Junction, Victoria.
Pick up only




